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Chapter 1: Introduction: 
 

"The only way to do great work is to love what you do." -Steve Jobs 

 

Fortunately, I got the opportunity to do my internship in a field that I am highly interested in. I 

chose Roar Bangla for several reasons but this company being a News/Media company mostly 

grabbed my attention and made me interested to work with them.  Secondly, I had to manage an 

internship position during a global pandemic. As, it was very difficult to go out and work in 

person every single day, I preferred a working place who allow working from home. That's why 

working with Roar Bangla matched my preferences in both ways. Then again, the work 

environment they are able to create is highly encouraging, that I heard from a friend earlier and 

have witnessed it latter.  

 

 

While working with Roar Bangla I was assigned to work on different topics. I had to research 

and write on different agendas such as history, politics, culture etc. As a student of Media and 

Cultural studies Major, I had to do 8 Media concentration courses. Ny learnings from these 

courses actually helped me when I started working at Roar Bangla. For instance, I took a course 

Titled Eng404: copy writing. From this course I have learned copy writing techniques, audio 

visual promotion,  fundamentals of persuasive writing and many more techniques and theories. 

While studying these theories and techniques, I became highly fascinated to work with these in a 

actual situation. Roar Bangla made that dream of mine come true. As I am done with my 
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internship, I look forward to work with some other media company in future as well because I 

have witnessed my ambition and passion grow even bigger.  

 

Chapter 2: Essence of Content development and alternative media: 
 

Content development requires a whole process where we research, write, gather and organize 

Information and finally edit them for publication. In short, the process of creating, manipulating 

and maintaining the quality of a content is what a content developer follows so that he can 

provide correct and suitable information to his target audience.  

Margarita Loktioniva wrote in a blogpost titled “11 Steps to Successful Content Development: 

Guide.” that, “A quality content development strategy comprises all the steps of content creation, 

from planning and research to promotion, optimization, and performance tracking” (Loktioniva). 

 

Then, alternative media sources are different from the dominant types of media. Roar Bangla is 

an online based media/news company which is an example of alternative media and it is different 

from mainstream media such as newspaper or television. They differ in terms of their contents 

and audiences. 

Dorothy Kidd wrote in an article titled “The value Of alternative media” that, “While the 

mainstream media tends to think of us as the other, alternative journalists often use the term to 

mean the opposite, the counter to mainstream corporate and state media” (Kidd). 
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Chapter 3: A brief history of Roar বাাংলা: 
 

Roar বাাংলা is a media/news company and it has become the most popular alternative media of 

our country. Since 2016 till now, it has produced more than 13000 articles and 

videos.  According to critiques, they are powerful and well written. 

The goal of roar বাাংলা is to create an impact while educating and inspiring the audience. They 

cover history, politics, documentaries, culture, current affairs, technology and many more topics 

from both national and international angle. Then again, Roar Bangla concentrates on producing 

quality articles written in Bangla. The reason behind is that they want to inform, inspire and 

entertain the Bangla speaking audience in their own language medium. Roar Bangla has not only 

attracted the audiences of Bangladesh, it has also attracted audiences from all over the globe, 

who speak in Bangla. 

 

In addition, Roar Bangla never compromises with the quality and authenticity of their contents. 

In Roar বাাংলা, different people are selected to take different responsibilities. Both full time and 

freelance writers get to submit their writing. Then, an expert editorial panel curate them before 

posting. However, the Roar Bangla platform is completely youth driven. People aged between 17 

to 26 years old are basically working in the team.  

 

Moreover, Roar Bangla has an expert production team, who are successful providing content 

service to many brands and businesses. Not only they provide the freshest style of native 

advising, but also they have introduced the 3D mapping facility to the brands for the first time in 

Bangladesh.  
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Figure 1.1: Roar Bangla Facebook page. 
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Figure 1.2: Roar Bangla web site. 

 

Chapter 4. My Journey as an Intern 
 

First of all, I am very glad that I got to work with Roar Bangla because I think my experience 

and learnings here will lead me towards my dream carrier.   

 

 At my first week of internship, my in office supervisor (Tahseen Mahmud, editor, Roar বাাংলা) 

suggested me few topics that I could research and work on. He gave me a guideline, few sample 

works and the do/don'ts for this company. One of the most important rules I was following is to 

never take any information without giving proper reference and credit. I also learned that from 

my University earlier as every ENH courses of BRAC University taught us how important it is to 

give proper citation. So I didn’t find it very difficult to maintain that at my work.  
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However, my first task was to write 10 copies for a photo album on Aly Zaker. The theme was: 

"Life and works of Aly Zaker." I found it very fascinating. I started reading different articles and 

watching documentaries. That is how I gathered information needed to write the copies. Another 

important direction I got from my supervisor is to always take information from reliable and 

trustworthy sources, such as BBC news, The daily star, Prothom Alo etc.  

 

As, Roar বাাংলা  is a feature content platform in Bangla, I had to learn the proper Format, 

structure of writing Bangla articles, copies and scripts because it had to match the producing 

standard of Roar বাাংলা. Before that I never wrote Bangla articles, so it was a challenge for me. 

Yet one course that I did earlier help me a lot, which is ENG 465 (Translation course). I applied 

the rules and techniques of translating articles and took notes in Bangla from different English 

articles written on the Life and works of Aly Zaker. afterwards, it helped me writing copies in 

Bangla on that topic. That is how my previous courses helped me working on the topics from my 

first week at Roar বাাংলা। I also worked on writing a script on the upcoming release of 'The 

Matrix Resurrection'. Then, I wrote another 10 copies on "The Evolution of Microsoft Word". So 

I worked on diverse topics and learned a lot from those. 

 

As I was doing this internship online, I took that as an opportunity first but later on I realized that 

how hard it is to communicate with new colleagues online. luckily my supervisor Tahseen 

Mahmud and another colleague named Muhaiminul Islam were highly cooperative. So I could 

cope well. Additionally, they not only guided me well, but also appreciated my good works and 

corrected my mistakes.   
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In Roar বাাংলা, different people are selected to do different part. My responsibility was working 

on the contents. During my first week of working with them, I was given specific topics and 

samples but it changed after a certain period. From the second week I was given agendas only. 

For instance, I wrote 5 copies on 'Creating Awareness for the Animal Kingdom', when the given 

agenda was awareness. My work became more challenging and fun. Also, I started to learn more 

about the writing techniques needed to create a well written Bangla article.  

 

Not only that, my supervisor also appreciated my improvement. That boosted my confidence. 

Though I was not working with them in person, they welcomed me well and engaged me in 

group works very fast. I feel very grateful for that because a welcoming attitude can be very 

inspiring for a new comer like me. Additionally, all my works were checked by a senior worker 

and then it went to the chef editor. As it goes through a whole process, I needed to be very 

careful with my selection of words. So, I tried to brain storm and research a lot before writing 

any copy. I was well aware that, there was a lot to improve. Yet, I was trying my best.  

 

However, I have been very punctual since I started working for this company. When I was 

studying, there were times when I managed to catch up after being late but it’s different at work. 

As I have mentioned earlier that I was doing this internship online, I needed to communicate 

with my colleagues at the exact time or period. To make it easier, my supervisor fixed a period. 

That was, from 9am to 2pm and from 3pm to 5pm. I could ask for any help or suggestion during 

this period. Additionally, he always fixed a submission deadline for all my works after I was 

appointed to complete them. Then again, I needed to be present for online meetings at the exact 
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time. Otherwise, I could lose the chance to communicate. Besides, Bangladesh is fighting with 

Corona virus since March 2020. So, we are doing online classes since then. So, I learned the 

importance of being sharp punctual and strategic for online meetings. That’s why I always tried 

to be ready with my devices, 10minutes earlier. Also, I used to set up backup internet connection 

as the Wi-Fi connection might fail sometimes. Moreover, one the most important things I learned 

there is that, the professional world is very practical and requires taking responsibility.  

 

 

 

 

In my third week at Roar বাাংলা, I was given a group work. A group of 4people was made. We 

communicated through mail, WhatsApp and then Google meet. We were making a script and the 

title was ''চ াখের রাং নীল হয় চেন?" I was given a sample video and then I got to ask questions 

needed to understand the task. Me and another colleague was given time to do our research and 

make a script from our perception. The script needed to not only be informative but also 

entertaining. Then, both of us presented our writing and ideas in another online meeting. After 

that, other two senior workers from this group provided their opinion. These opinions included 

correction, suggestion and also appreciation. Learning from practically working and getting 

constant feedbacks really helped me to improve my work. Then again, the very next day I was 

given a script title to work alone. The title is, "মানুখের গাখয়র রাং বববিন্নরেম হয় চেন?" I tried 

to give my maximum effort on research because it seemed a huge responsibility to me. I am glad 

that, my in office supervisor liked it. After that I have worked on multiple scripts like that. At 

this point, my internship experience seemed very fascinating to me.  
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When I first started working at Roar বাাংলা, I felt nervous and intimidated to ask questions. I was 

pressuring myself and didn’t want to show and admit that I struggled a little to understand their 

instructions. But asking questions is one of the most effective way to learn fast. Luckily, my 

colleagues encouraged me about asking questions whenever I seemed little confused. Also, they 

appreciated if I asked too many questions for better understanding and learning. Now I have 

overcome that fear. Hopefully, I won't struggle that much in my future work places as I have 

learned that asking too many questions is not a shameful act, rather it's helpful.  

 

However, I have realized that working for a company or someone else is different from working 

for myself. When I was doing my courses at University, I had the experiences of facing 

deadlines, multitasking, communicating with different people, working on diverse topics etc. but 

when I started working I have faced the practicality of professional life. I have noticed how 

everything is related and effects one another in long terms.  

 

 

After four weeks of working experience at Roar বাাংলা, I noticed that every news company 

follows particular strategies. For instance, the covid-19 related news and updates were a must for 

roar বাাংলা, like every other news company. As we are in the midst of a pandemic since a long 

time, most of the people wants to read or hear about it. Roar বাাংলা priorities it's audience's 

demand. From daily updates on Bangladesh and worldwide covid-19 rates to new variants we as 

a team were working on it as a daily basis.  
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Then again, I was using my learnings from major courses in my works every day. For instance, I 

always kept myself reminded of the news value factors while working on different types of news. 

In a previous course titled "English for the print media" (ENG440) I have learned that, 

consequences, prominence, timeliness, oddity and proximity are the news value factors, which 

are important to keep in mind for a well written news.  

 

Moreover, I started working as an intern from 12th of October. First three weeks I worked 

according my comfort zone and they gave me enough time to complete assigned works. 

However, in the fourth week I have learnt working under pressure. From the fourth week to the 

last week of the third month, I worked a lot more actively.  One of my colleagues suggested me 

that, I should think myself to be a permanent employee and take responsibilities accordingly. 

Though it will be a short internship of three months, I can't take my appointed tasks lightly 

because that may hamper my quality of work. I took that advice of him very positively.  

 

Additionally, I was learning how online media and social media like Facebook works to spread 

news and contents fast. These are able to reach maximum amount of audience and create great 

impact on them. I have also learned how a caption or the way of presenting posts should be 

created consciously to grab maximum attention. I used to check daily posts of Roar বাাংলা online. 

I also checked the audience's engagement along with their reactions and comments. It was my 

daily task to keep looking these online and informing the production team.  

 

Before starting this internship, I have heard a lot of times that an internship is a wake up calls for 

students like us as it makes us realize if we are in the wrong major or not. For me, the experience 
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has been very fascinating. I would like to see myself working in this sector for a very long time. I 

am well aware of the fact that, dreams and passions do change but what matters most for now is 

that, I am enjoying my work.  

 

Chapter 4.1 my daily responsibilities as an intern content developer 
 

As I have mentioned earlier, I had to work on Covid -19 updates and check audience reactions on 

a daily basis. Apart from that, I used to read a lot of articles from different sources, both national 

and International. As I worked on different types of topics on a daily basis I had find a lot of 

options to show my senior coworker. Then, he used to assign me to complete the task. While 

looking for topics, I had to especially keep things in mind. One is that the content had to be post 

worthy and secondly it has to be authentic. Apart from that, my seniors suggested me to go 

through their previous posts on a daily basis, so that I can catch up their writing standard fast. 

Eventually, that really helped me. With every assigned task, they gave me sample works. For 

writing one copy, I used to read or watch and observe 3 to 4 similar posts from Roar Bangla. 

Then, I used to find out as many articles as possible on that exact topic in a fear that I might miss 

any important information. So, these were my daily responsibilities.  

 

Chapter 4.2: Covid -19 related updates: 
 

Like every other media or news company, Roar Bangla is constantly updating their audiences 

with Covid-19 related writings, articles, videos and more. During my internship period, I worked 

with a team who gathered information and posted about the Covid test rate, affected rate, death 

rate of Bangladesh and world on a daily basis. Apart from that, whenever the world scientists 
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shared any information about new variants or vaccination, we as a team tried to cover that topic 

and share with our audiences quickly. Especially, when Bangladesh Government took any 

decision on Covid or vaccination related matter, we highlighted those information’s instantly. 

Additionally I noticed one more thing while checking up the audience reaction.  That is, the 

supply of oxygen or medicines and the conditions of hospitals, doctors, nurses, patients, these 

were the headlines that caught the attention of most of the audiences.  From this, I learned that 

media platforms mostly focuses on the matters where their target audiences are highly interested 

in.  

 

 

 

Figure 2; Covid -19 update sample. 
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Chapter 4.3: Working on National content 
 

While working on national content, I was suggested to choose topics that may seem familiar to 

the audiences, who are mostly Bangladeshi. The reason behind is that, the audience might relate 

to it easily and it may catch their attention easily. For instance I worked on a topic as, "5 firsts of 

Bangladesh". I wrote small copies for photo caption on 1. First newspaper of Bangladesh, 2. First 

laptop of Bangladesh, 3. First Satellite of Bangladesh, 4. First museum of Bangladesh and 5. 

First mobile hospital of Bangladesh.  

 

Sample: বাাংলাখেশ এর প্রথম সাংবােপত্র 

  

১৯৭১ সাখলর ১৭ই বিখসম্বর অথ থাৎ স্বাধীনতার ঠিে পরবেন ,  ট্রগ্রাম চথখে প্রোবশত হয় 

বাাংলাখেশ এর প্রথম সাংবােপত্র 'আজােী'। স্বাধীন বাাংলার এই প্রথম সাংবােপত্রঠির প্রধান 

সম্পােে বিখলন চমাহাম্মে আবু োখলে।  

  

বাাংলাখেশ এর ততবর প্রথম লযাপিপ 

  

২০১১ সাখলর ১১ই অখটাবর ,  'চোখয়ল' লযাপিপ বাজাখর আখস, চেিা বেনা বাাংলাখেশ এর প্রথম 

স্থানীয়িাখব ততবর লযাপিপ। বিজজিাল বাাংলাখেশ গডার লখযয, তূলনামূলেিাখব স্বল্পমূখলয এই 

লযাপিপ ববজি েরা হয় ।খিবসস নাখম এে চিবলখ ান বশল্প সাংস্থা এই লযা িপ ততবর ও 

বাজারজাত েরখের দ্বায়ীখে বিখলা। 

  

বাাংলাখেশ এর প্রথম েৃজত্রম উপগ্রহ 
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বাাংলাখেশ এর প্রথম েৃজত্রম উপগ্রখহর নাম হখে 'বঙ্গবনু্ধ সযাখিলাইি - ১' এবাং ২০১৮ সাখলর ১১ই 

চম এই উপগ্রহ মহাোখশ পািাখনা হয়। এর মাধযখম সযাখিলাইি উৎখযপোরী চেখশর তাবলোয় 

৫৭ তম জায়গা েখর চনয় বাাংলাখেশ। 

  

বাাংলাখেশ এর প্রথম জােুঘর 

  

রাজশাহী চজলায় অববস্থত 'বখরন্দ্র গখবেো জােুঘর' হখে, বাাংলাখেশ এর প্রথম জােুঘর। এই 

জােুঘরঠি ১৯১০ সাখল স্থাবপত হখয়বিল এবাং বতথমাখন রাজশাহী ববশ্বববেযালয় এর পবর ালনার 

োবয়খে আখি। 'বখরন্দ্র গখবেো জােুঘর' চে প্রত্ন সাংগ্রখহ সমৃদ্ধ এে জােুঘর বহখসখব ববখব না 

েরা হয়। 

  

বাাংলাখেশ এর প্রথম িাসমান হাসপাতাল 

  

বাাংলাখেশ এর প্রথম িাসমান হাসপাতাল  াল ুহয় ১৯৯৯ সাখল, োর নাম চেয়া হয় 'জীবনতরী'। 

আবথ থে অসেলতা ও োতায়াত বযবস্থার অসুববধার োরখে োরা উপেুক্ত ব বেৎসা পান না, তাখের 

জখনযই এই 'জীবনতরী'। ১২ চবি এর এই িাসমান হাসপাতাখল িাক্তার, নাস থ ও অনযানয সহখোগী 

সহ চমাি ৩৫ জন চলাে োজ েখরন । 
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While looking for this information I got several videos and credible articles written and voiced in 

Bangla. So, these types of tasks were not too difficult to work on, unlike international contents. 

On another note, I provided proper citation along with my work.  

 

For instance,  

 

1. বাাংলাখেশ এর প্রথম নারী স্পিোর 

 

২০১৩ সাখল বাাংলাখেশ প্রথম এেজন নারী স্পিোর পায় এবাং তার নাম হখে বশরীন শারবমন 

চ ৌধুরী। জাতীয় সাংসখের স্পিোর বনব থাব ত হবার পূখব থই বতবন এেজন বববশষ্ট রাজনীবতববে এবাং 

মবহলা ও বশশু ববেয়ে প্রবতমন্ত্রী বিখলন। 

 

Source: https://www.bbc.com/bengali/news/2013/04/130429_aho_woman_speaker 

 

2. বাাংলাখেশ এর প্রথম নারী পাইলি 

 

বাাংলাখেশ এর প্রথম নারী পাইলি বিখলন তসয়ো োবনজ  াখতমা চরােিানা, বেবন ১৯৭৭ সাখল 

প্রথম বাবনজজযে ববমান পবর ালনার োবয়ে পান। তখব, ১৯৮৪ সাখলর ৪ আগষ্ট এে িয়াবহ 

ববমান েুঘ থিনায় বতবন বনহত হন। সাখথ প্রাে হারায় ৪জন ে্রু সেসয সহ ৪৫ জন োত্রী। 

 

Source: https://www.daily-bangladesh.com/feature/264422 

 

https://www.bbc.com/bengali/news/2013/04/130429_aho_woman_speaker
https://www.daily-bangladesh.com/feature/264422
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These two samples are from my work on national agenda.  

 

 

Chapter 4.4: Working on International content: 
 

As Roar Bangla shares all of their contents on Bangla, I had to write my copies on Bangla 

regardless the sources were available in Bangla or not. Most of the International topics were hard 

to find in Bangla articles or videos. Besides, I was suggested to choose topic that is mostly new 

to our target audience. The reason behind is that, people might want to know about the unknown 

facts around the world. For that matter, I had invest more time and work technically while 

working on international topics. Many times I translated English articles or videos in Bangla, 

took notes and used them as my resources. Then, I could write a proper copy.  

 

Chapter 5: Translating English articles to Bangla and using them as resources: 
 

As mentioned above, many times I translated English sources in Bangla and used those 

information while writing a Bangla copy for roar Bangla. For instance, I worked on International 

topics such as, "The evolution of Microsoft Windows”, “Creating awareness for the animal 

Kingdom" and "different tones of human body color". Sometimes, I took information from 

English articles for few parts of my copy. Yet, for this topic "different tones of human body 

color", I mostly took information from English articles and videos. My title was, "মানুখের 

গাখয়র রাং বববিন্নরেম হয় চেন?" but most of the Bangla articles I found were titled "মানুখের 
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গাখয়র রাং সাো বা োখলা হয় চেন?” I was looking for elaborate discussion and unbiased facts. 

That’s why I had to mostly follow English articles and videos.  

 

 

Moreover, while writing a video script for an English movie I had to follow both word to word 

translation and sense to sense translation method. Only English articles and the trailer of the 

movie was all I could find for my source. Then again, there were few words who doesn’t make 

exact Bangla meaning. Then I had to follow sense to sense translation method. The title I was 

gives is that, "Script on the upcoming release of 'The Matrix Resurrection'." 

 

Sample: 

 

েয মযাঠট্রক্স বরসাখরেশন 

 

মযাঠট্রক্স বসবরখজর এই  তুথ থ  লজিত্রঠি মূলত ববজ্ঞান েল্পোবহনী ও  অযােশন বিলার ধাখ র 

এেঠি  লজিএ। 

 

এবিখরর চসখেম্বখর েয মযাঠট্রক্স বরসাখরেশন এর চট্রইলার মুজক্ত পায় 

 

এবাং চট্রইলার মুজক্তর সাখথসাখথই এঠি  লব ত্র চপ্রবমখের বযাপে সারা পায়। 
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এরপর চথখেই মযাঠট্রক্স বসবরখজর িক্তখের মাখে এই  লব খত্রর মুজক্তর তাবরে বনখয় প্র ুর 

উখেজনার চেো বমলখি। 

 

এবিখরর চম মাখস মুজক্ত পাবার েথা বিল লানা ওয়াখ াবি পবর াবলত বযয়বহুল এই  লজিত্রঠি 

(১৪৫  বমবলয়ন িলার)।  

 

চোবিি পবরবস্থবতর োরখে বপবিখয় োয় মুজক্তর তাবরে  

 

এবাং নতুন তাবরে বনধ থারে েরা হয় ১এবপ্রল, ২০২২। 

 

চোবিি পবরবস্থবত বনয়ন্ত্রখে আসায় আাবারও এই  লব এ মুজক্তর তাবরে এবগখয় আানা হখয়খি। 

 

অখবখশখে এবিখরর ২২ এ বিখসম্বর মুজক্ত চপখত  খলখি মযাঠট্রক্স বসবরখজর  তুথ থ  লজিত্র েয 

মযাঠট্রক্স বরসাখরেশন। 

 

মযাঠট্রক্স বসবরখজর িক্তরা বসখমনা হখল বগখয় বড পেথায় চেোর পাশাপাবশ HBO Max এও 

উপখিাগ েরখত পারখব েয মযাঠট্রক্স বরসাখরেশন।  

 

বিখসম্বর চথখে শুরু েখর িানা এে মাস  HBO Max এ পাওয়া োখব   লজিত্রঠি।  
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মযাঠট্রক্স বসবরখজর প্রথম বতন  লজিখত্রর চেসেল অবিখনতা ও অবিখনত্রীখেরখে েয মযাঠট্রক্স 

বরসাখরেশন এও চেেখত পাওয়া োখব তারা হখলন 

 

বেয়ান ুবরিস, েযাবর-অযান মস, জাো বপখেি জিথ, লযাম্বািথ উইলসন এবাং িযাবনখয়ল চবন থহািথ। 

 

এিাডাও এই  লজিখত্র নতুন  মে বনখয় ববখশে উপবস্থবত রােখত  খলখিন 

 

ইয়াবহয়া আবেুল-মবতন বদ্বতীয়, নীল পযাঠট্রে হযাবরস, বপ্রয়াো চ াপডা চজানাস, চজবসো 

চহনউইে,  

 

চজানাথন গ্র  এবাং জিবিনা বরবস এর মখতা বতথমান সমখয়র চবশ বেিু  জনবপ্রয় অবিনয় 

বশল্পীরা।  

 

এিাডাও েুঠি িাোয় পাওয়া োখব ১২৯ বমবনখির এই  লব ত্রঠি। 

 

ইাংরজজ িাোয় ও ইিাবলয়ান িাোয়। 

 

প্রখোেনা ও প্র ারো েবমঠির এই বসদ্ধান্ত অপবরববতথত থােখল আগামী মাখসই আসখি েয 

মযাঠট্রক্স বরসাখরেশন । 
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ো েশ থখের মাখে বযাপাে আখলারন ততবর েরখব বখল ধারো েরখিন  লজিত্র ববখশেজ্ঞ ও 

সমাখলা খেরা।  

 

What I learned from my translation course is that, a translator need to be efficient in both Source 

Language and Target Language in order to translate properly. As I was working on a media 

platform who only posts on Bangla, mostly I had translate English articles into Bangla. As, my 

high school was a Bangla medium school, I have similar skill in English and Bangla both. That 

why I believe, translating English articles into Bangla is more comfortable for me than 

translating Bangla articles into English.  

Chapter 6: Script writing for videos: 
 

While writing a script for video, the first think I needed to keep on mind was time 

management.  I had to plan the time duration first. Usually we made videos containing 7 to 8 

minutes. Then I had to decide time duration for each caption of my copy. Editing the videos was 

assigned to another coworker of mine. My task was only planning, writing the copy and sharing 

editing ideas. I noticed that, the videos posted by Roar Bangla got more engagement of their 

audiences than other types of contents. After discussing this matter with my seniors, I got to 

know that the video contents have helped the most in growth of this company. Many of their 

videos have millions of views. So, they take this task very seriously. I was also given serious 

instruction before writing script for videos. Another important suggestion I got is that, setting a 

goal is very important for creating and impactful video script. I learned from my coworkers that 

how the target audience and expected reactions or engagement were thought before planning the 

video making. Catching this amount of audience’s attention I not as easy as it seems. While 
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writing the script for “The evolution of Microsoft Windows" we planned the visuals first and 

then the time duration. After that, I and another colleague looked for every available source. 

Then, we noted down the main points and showed them to our seniors for guidance. So, it went 

through a whole process. The fact that they valued my opinions and ideas as much as the senior 

workers inspired me more. At first, I was not enough confident, but when the appreciated my 

ideas that encouraged me to share few more in our next projects. So, writing scripts for videos 

was huge challenging for me, yet it was an amazing experience. I got to learn a lot as well.  

 

Chapter 7: Recreating Content from Different Sources 
 

Recreating content from different sources was a very fun task for me. I worked on different types 

of contents during my internship. It is not necessary to take information from similar type of 

content. Collecting the authentic information from credible source was the main target. For 

instance, while writing copies for photo album I could take information from any sources, such 

as an interview or documentary and what not. Then again, writing copy about an upcoming film I 

could watch the trailer or talk shows. So, recreating content from different sources can be very 

entertaining task. 

 

Chapter 8: Relating theories to my works: 
 

When I started working, I could relate many of the theories I learned from many of my previous 

courses.   For instance, Cultural studies: Theory and practice (Eng331), Globalization and Media 

(ENG333), Editing (Eng401), Copy writing (ENG404), English for the Print Media (Eng440), 
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Translation Studies (Eng465) etc. Our teachers introduced us with the concepts and theories of 

media and cultural studies that helped shaping my overall understanding of the world of media, 

both online and print media. I found different theories and concepts relatable when working on 

different types of concepts. Yet, there are some theories that were relatable to almost every work 

I did so far. The "5Ws and 1H" technique can be a great example of that. The Editing course 

(Eng401) introduced us with this technique, where the 5Ws are Who, Where, When, What, Why 

and the H is How? Journalism purists argue that, when any article or news story misses one of 

the Ws or H question, it's not perfectly done yet. On another note, containing answers of all these 

questions make a content highly informative that makes it a good quality content. Even when 

gathering information from a video or audio interview for writing an article, I used to carefully 

find out and note down the answers of these specific questions. Then, it also helped me while 

finding new topics on regular basis. As the "5Ws and 1H" concept can define if any incident or 

story is news worthy or not. 

 

Chapter 8.1: Sexism and racism: 

 
Though people of this era are constantly raising their voices against racism and sexism, it’s still 

rooted so deeply inside us. The world media is the greatest representation of this fact. Luckily, 

many of the responsible media platforms are actively and consciously working against racism 

and sexism. Roar Bangla is one of them. As their goal is to educate and inspire people in positive 

ways, they are very concerned regarding matters like that. When any story or other types of 

contents goes for revision, the editors cross check if the use of words are sexists or racists, then 

they fix it. Also, the angle of representation is very important. From years after years, media has 

played proactive role in constructing racist and sexist ideas and have further utilized it for their 
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own benefits. For example, objectification of women is very common in advertisements, even in 

2022.  

 

Then racial bias and minor dominating representation is also very common. As media has great 

influence on how people think, act and react, it's again media's responsibility to improve and 

change the situation. That's why conscious selection of words, writing and representing gets so 

much important. In one of my courses named English for the print Media (Eng440), I learned 

how the value of journalism gets decreased by the use of sexist and racist words. Therefore, I 

kept this in my mind when working on different contents. 

 

Chapter 8.2: Five news value factors of journalism: 
 

Learning the news value factors is very important to work on any news. Courses like English for 

the print media and Editing brought me the opportunity to learn the 5 news value factors. Those 

are prominence, proximity, timeliness, oddity and consequences. These news value factors 

determine the newsworthiness of any story. These factors also influence the selection of news. 

How every news value factors have played important roles in my works is shown with example 

below: 

 

 

Prominence: Any event, people or brand who have a large number of following, will always get 

the newsworthiness because they already have a large number of audience. So, when selecting 

stories, I considered popular subject or events first as it included one of the most impactful news 

value factors (prominence). For instance, I worked on a post about the death of Hasan Azizul 
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Haque, who was a famous novelist and short story writer of Bangladesh and also won many 

prestigious awards including, Bangla Academy Literary Award (1970), Ekushey Padak (1999) 

and independence award. As he had a huge number of following and he was a very important 

person of Bangladesh, reporting on his death would get most reactions than any other 

commoners. The post was titled, "বখরেয েথাসাবহবতযে হাসান আজজজলু হে আর চনই। বাাংলা 

সাবহখতযর এই বোংবেবন্ত বযজক্তখের প্রয়াখে আমরা চশাোহত।" So, this post got that much reach 

for the prominence of its message. 

 

 

Figure 3: The death of Hasan Azizul haque 
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Timeliness: Immediate or current information are able to attract the audience most. The quicker 

the audience gets any news, they give it the most importance. Every news company wants to 

provide new information or updates faster than others. Similarly, Roar Bangla gives importance 

to the timeliness of any incident or event. The post I have mentioned under prominence also had 

timeliness. Hasan Azizul Haque died on 15th of November, around 9pm and the post I have 

mentioned was made on that very day at 10:42 pm. Then again, every Covid-19 related posts 

were made maintaining its timeliness.  For example, I worked on posts like "ওবমিখন প্রথম 

মৃতুয চেেখলা িারত" (Figure 4.1).  And "সাইপ্রাখস ধরা পডল চিল্টা ও ওবমিন এর বমশ্র 

িযাবরখয়ন্ট" (Figure 4.2). These information were shared immediately 

 

 

Figure 4.1 
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Figure 4.2 

 

Oddity: When any incident is unusual, strange or shocking, it is able to capture the interest of it's 

audience. when the degree of oddity of a news is greater, then its value is also greater. During 

my internship period I worked on many contents that are unusual, bizarre or out of the ordinary. 

What I have witnessed is that, those posts have been very successful in terms of audience 

engagement. For instance, I worked on contents such as, " ১১ বার েখরানা ঠিো নপয়ার োবব 

িারতীয় বৃখদ্ধর।" (Figure 5.1) and " ওখতামাৎসুবর: জাপাখনর ঐবতহযবাহী আগুন উৎসব। " and 

"অপবরবতথনশীল বার বববশষ্ট অে্িুত এে োে থের েযাখলন্ডার।“ (Figure 5.2) and many more. 

These contents were selected and posted mainly because of their oddity. 
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Figure 5.1 
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Figure 5.2 

Proximity: Proximity refers to the connection between the target audience and location of the 

incident or event. Usually, audiences are most likely to events happening around them. For 

instance, incidents happening inside Bangladesh or neighbor countries such as India, makes 

Bangladeshi audiences more interested than any other incidents happening far from Bangladesh. 

Though Roar Bangla work on international contents and make posts about events happening all 

over the worlds, still Bangladeshi or Indian incidents are able to catch their interest very easily.  

 

Consequence: When any news is able to affect the greater number of audience, it's more 

newsworthy. As I have mentioned earlier, Roar Bangla's goal us to leave impact on Bangla 

speaking audience. So, I was instructed to think about the consequences of the contents before 

writing any copy. When any content can leave meaningful impact on its audience, then it is 

considered as a successful content. I worked on a video content titled, "ঢাো শহখরর ববববন্ন 

পাববলে ইখিখন্ট চেো বমখল উখেেখোগয সাংেযে চেষ্টব বিাং বুখথর।” This type of useful and 

informative contents can leave impact on people and help them as well. From this post many 
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people especially mothers got the chance to know about it and look for booths when needed to 

breast feed their child. So, the consequence of this news have made it most newsworthy. 

 

Chapter 8.3: Mediascape and Globalization 
 

Mediascape refers to the flow of information through media platforms all across the globe. 

Nowadays, Cultures have also been global. An audience from Bangladesh can relate to the 

culture from western worlds because of Mediascape. For instance, entertainment, educational or 

travel contents resourcing from any continent is enjoyable to the Bangla speaking audiences of 

Roar Bangla. Before globalization, it was not that common to be familiar with cultures or sports 

or events happening in another side of the world but nowadays information from all over the 

world is available in many medium. Roar Bangla is one of them. In one of my previous course 

called "Globalization and the Media (ENG333)" I learned about this concept and could relate to 

my work. 

Chapter 8.4: Orientalism, Othering and Islamophobia: 
 

In two of my courses (ENG 331 Cultural studies and 319: Modernism) I learned about 

orientalism. Orientalism refers to the imitation of Eastern cultures by the Western represents 

such as, writers, artists etc. Edward W. Said in his book "Orientalism" has stated that, 

“Orientalism can be discussed and analyzed as the corporate institution for dealing with the 

orient - dealing with it by making statements about it, authorizing views of it, describing it, by 

teaching it, settling it, ruling over it: in short, Orientalism is a western style for dominating, 

restructuring and having authority over the orient.” (Said 3). Additionally, othering is a 

phenomenon, that defines if any group fits according the norms of pre decided social group or 
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not. The people who goes with the in - group and people who goes with the out- group are 

treated differently. Then again, Islamophobia is also very significant in the writings or 

representation of the occident.  Negative coverage and wrong selection of words about Muslims, 

Islam related topics are the examples of Islamophobic actions. While working on international 

contents, Easter or Western contents, terrorism or Islam related contents I went through so many 

articles provided my international media, that have presented the orients wrongly. So, I could 

highly relate the concepts of Orientalism, othering and Islamophobia. For instance, when any 

attacks happen around the world the Muslims are instantly tagged as extremists or terrorists, 

even before any proper investigation or proof. Many times, I have taken information from those 

articles as sources but in my copy writing I have tried to be neutral and unbiased.  

 

 

Chapter 8.5: Popular culture and high culture: 
 

Cultures that are very popular among the youth, easy to understand and able to entertain the mass 

people, falls under popular culture or pop culture. Besides, the culture of elite society or the 

culture of the intellectuals are referred as high culture. In my internship journey, I have worked 

on both pop culture and high culture. What I have noticed from them is that, contents of pop 

culture gets more engagement than high culture. For instance, fast beat music of new generation 

or Rom Com Hollywood movies fall under pop culture. On the other hand, aesthetic arts or opera 

songs fall under high culture. In my previous course Eng331: Cultural studies, I got to learn 

about pop culture and high culture. Afterwards I could relate these concept in my works.  
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Chapter 9: Media ethics of Journalism: 
 

Media ethics of journalism includes some specific ethical principles and any responsible worker 

of media field must be familiar with them. There are 5princilples of ethical journalism. From my 

previous course, English for the print Media: Eng440, I learned about these principle. Firstly, 

ensuring truth and accuracy of my writing was my ethical responsibility that I tried to 

accomplish through my works. Then, a journalist, writer or editor must be independent and 

unbiased while working on any news or content. Luckily, I got to work with a company who are 

free from political influence. So, my independence as a copy writer or content developer wasn’t 

hampered. Then again, maintain fairness and impartiality is not only the ethical duty but also it 

builds confidence and trust among the audience. So, I followed this very carefully. After that, 

Humanity is another aspect before of media ethics. Sometimes, any media post or publication 

can be hurtful for certain people but we need to be careful about the impact of it on other people 

because that's an ethical responsibility of the post creator. When certain hurtful words are more 

like facts and must be included, then the copy writer must try to minimize the negative impact of 

his writing. I also followed this during my works. Lastly, accountability is another media ethics 

that I followed. Accountability refers to admitting the errors and calling attention to mistakes. 

Admitting errors doesn't break the trust of the audiences, rather it builds it up again. So, I tried to 

follow all of the five media ethics when working with Roar Bangla from October to January. 

Though I learned this concepts from reading earlier, my on-site supervisor again explained me 

the importance of these ethics and how it was my responsibility to follow them. If I get to work 

on media field in future, I will be following these ethics then as well. 
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Chapter 10: Personal Account: 
 

As I was always very fascinated about the world of media and how everything works, it was my 

chance to witness it from closer and contributing directly. What I learned after my three months 

working experience is that, the responsibility of an intern content developer is not only writing 

copies, translating and observing but also being responsible, aware and punctual. In addition, the 

ability of critical thinking has also been increased. I got to know different perspectives of 

different people on one topic. For instance, besides reading different article on one specific topic 

I also carefully observed my colleague's and supervisor's point of view on that topic. That's how 

diverse observation on same subject increased my ability to think from multiple dimensions in 

my next works. In my supervisor's opinion, first few weeks my writings were average but it got 

improved every week. I am very glad I got to work with a very supportive team. Though I had to 

work 7 days a week, I never felt excessive pressure because my supervisor helped me planning 

my tasks and the deadlines were also reasonable. However, I am very grateful to Roar Bangla 

because I got to work from home during a life taking outbreak. That was a relief for me and also 

my family.  

 

 

Chapter 11: Conclusion: 
 

My internship journey has helped me grow both personally and professionally. I have more 

aware and responsible as a person and the knowledge and experiences I have got from working 

with roar Bangla will surely help me in my professional life in many ways. First of all, I learned 

to work under deadline, importance of referring sources properly, following ethical 
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responsibilities and many more. Then again, I have learned how student life and professional is 

different in terms of taking responsibilities and work process. Moreover, I have learned how any 

task can be done beautifully by doing it step by step. As I joined roar Bangla as an intern content 

developer, I had to research, note, rewrite and cite a lot for every copy I worked on. Then it went 

to the reviser and editors. It's a whole process that I enjoyed being a part of. In today's world, 

media is blended in our daily lives. The fact that, I could also work on providing information to 

many people like me, is a pleasure for me. Especially, I am glad that I could work on Covid- 

related contents on a regular basis. As a audience, I used to look for those information daily. So, 

as a worker it’s a great feeling that my work is helping other in some ways. 
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Link : https://roar.media/bangla/main/biography/mirza-ghalib-and-his-times 

Appendix 2 

 

https://roar.media/bangla/main/biography/mirza-ghalib-and-his-times
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Link: 

https://www.facebook.com/137147343396934/photos/a.182597205518614/1368003653644624/

?__cft__[0]=AZWLX8A_AYr6uyUCdYmSBeg-

pPE0xv9J_VRObBDOqFFCmgfJ9KjiNzsvpXE9_Y69PVe-3viI4QgMu9bh 

Appendix 3 

https://www.facebook.com/137147343396934/photos/a.182597205518614/1368003653644624/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWLX8A_AYr6uyUCdYmSBeg-pPE0xv9J_VRObBDOqFFCmgfJ9KjiNzsvpXE9_Y69PVe-3viI4QgMu9bh
https://www.facebook.com/137147343396934/photos/a.182597205518614/1368003653644624/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWLX8A_AYr6uyUCdYmSBeg-pPE0xv9J_VRObBDOqFFCmgfJ9KjiNzsvpXE9_Y69PVe-3viI4QgMu9bh
https://www.facebook.com/137147343396934/photos/a.182597205518614/1368003653644624/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWLX8A_AYr6uyUCdYmSBeg-pPE0xv9J_VRObBDOqFFCmgfJ9KjiNzsvpXE9_Y69PVe-3viI4QgMu9bh
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Link: 

https://www.facebook.com/137147343396934/photos/a.182597205518614/1377030562741933/

?__cft__[0]=AZXjBkFm98T2wp-MDi8RK-dyCVsc9wDjJVuz3LijX3X83kh65dSEJbrhaj--

01cv-qe 

Appendix 4: 

https://www.facebook.com/137147343396934/photos/a.182597205518614/1377030562741933/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXjBkFm98T2wp-MDi8RK-dyCVsc9wDjJVuz3LijX3X83kh65dSEJbrhaj--01cv-qeQMB5Xt2Wxi5JgdP7vHDUPKTapJJo5wSa4QujFRUQ2HtetlRAUXqtnHryRyVcM619M6fj7vIyEZWwU9xOY1cFt&__tn__=EH-R
https://www.facebook.com/137147343396934/photos/a.182597205518614/1377030562741933/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXjBkFm98T2wp-MDi8RK-dyCVsc9wDjJVuz3LijX3X83kh65dSEJbrhaj--01cv-qeQMB5Xt2Wxi5JgdP7vHDUPKTapJJo5wSa4QujFRUQ2HtetlRAUXqtnHryRyVcM619M6fj7vIyEZWwU9xOY1cFt&__tn__=EH-R
https://www.facebook.com/137147343396934/photos/a.182597205518614/1377030562741933/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXjBkFm98T2wp-MDi8RK-dyCVsc9wDjJVuz3LijX3X83kh65dSEJbrhaj--01cv-qeQMB5Xt2Wxi5JgdP7vHDUPKTapJJo5wSa4QujFRUQ2HtetlRAUXqtnHryRyVcM619M6fj7vIyEZWwU9xOY1cFt&__tn__=EH-R
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Link: 

https://www.facebook.com/137147343396934/photos/a.182597205518614/1388882864890036/

?__cft__[0]=AZV8dRRkcSv26Tlps_UavzcSwEXM08zAo3Pe2hgoRWaQs6UpbRoKmO64_adL

VVQE2sSZiKF- 

Appendix 5: 

https://www.facebook.com/137147343396934/photos/a.182597205518614/1388882864890036/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZV8dRRkcSv26Tlps_UavzcSwEXM08zAo3Pe2hgoRWaQs6UpbRoKmO64_adLVVQE2sSZiKF-
https://www.facebook.com/137147343396934/photos/a.182597205518614/1388882864890036/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZV8dRRkcSv26Tlps_UavzcSwEXM08zAo3Pe2hgoRWaQs6UpbRoKmO64_adLVVQE2sSZiKF-
https://www.facebook.com/137147343396934/photos/a.182597205518614/1388882864890036/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZV8dRRkcSv26Tlps_UavzcSwEXM08zAo3Pe2hgoRWaQs6UpbRoKmO64_adLVVQE2sSZiKF-
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Link: 

https://www.facebook.com/137147343396934/photos/a.182597205518614/1390923588019297/

?__cft__[0]=AZW0GDS9XGBlv7SEhZLbqzaF9qrBeO_yXnEodqQA40_SvvE1WZ62T48twsm

Fq6qDM_m2y4O7Dtm0H0CtIwTTXe6vaz_Ab1nysJ6kyP8kCsFghiBr4EhouNS4k30tRTl-

jADNKBcai6yZJce8emtwveHH&__tn__=EH- 

Appendix 6; 

https://www.facebook.com/137147343396934/photos/a.182597205518614/1390923588019297/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZW0GDS9XGBlv7SEhZLbqzaF9qrBeO_yXnEodqQA40_SvvE1WZ62T48twsmFq6qDM_m2y4O7Dtm0H0CtIwTTXe6vaz_Ab1nysJ6kyP8kCsFghiBr4EhouNS4k30tRTl-jADNKBcai6yZJce8emtwveHH&__tn__=EH-
https://www.facebook.com/137147343396934/photos/a.182597205518614/1390923588019297/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZW0GDS9XGBlv7SEhZLbqzaF9qrBeO_yXnEodqQA40_SvvE1WZ62T48twsmFq6qDM_m2y4O7Dtm0H0CtIwTTXe6vaz_Ab1nysJ6kyP8kCsFghiBr4EhouNS4k30tRTl-jADNKBcai6yZJce8emtwveHH&__tn__=EH-
https://www.facebook.com/137147343396934/photos/a.182597205518614/1390923588019297/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZW0GDS9XGBlv7SEhZLbqzaF9qrBeO_yXnEodqQA40_SvvE1WZ62T48twsmFq6qDM_m2y4O7Dtm0H0CtIwTTXe6vaz_Ab1nysJ6kyP8kCsFghiBr4EhouNS4k30tRTl-jADNKBcai6yZJce8emtwveHH&__tn__=EH-
https://www.facebook.com/137147343396934/photos/a.182597205518614/1390923588019297/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZW0GDS9XGBlv7SEhZLbqzaF9qrBeO_yXnEodqQA40_SvvE1WZ62T48twsmFq6qDM_m2y4O7Dtm0H0CtIwTTXe6vaz_Ab1nysJ6kyP8kCsFghiBr4EhouNS4k30tRTl-jADNKBcai6yZJce8emtwveHH&__tn__=EH-
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Link: 

https://www.facebook.com/137147343396934/photos/a.182597205518614/1390544668057189/

?__cft__[0]=AZUSA4wqi6qtN-D1sKZmD_VMInki7fjvLpdH-

Wg_LJox4NRQoofL8ejMx2AzJyXC4GRI8jehO5BuZ6o4dThjOUTIgFHfoszmAr9ZOmBQ6AH

OrmI6spkBVNjs2qp-zdr72QCma01QVvXXyCgVm-zy-LA1&__tn__=EH-R 

Appendix 7: 

https://www.facebook.com/137147343396934/photos/a.182597205518614/1390544668057189/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUSA4wqi6qtN-D1sKZmD_VMInki7fjvLpdH-Wg_LJox4NRQoofL8ejMx2AzJyXC4GRI8jehO5BuZ6o4dThjOUTIgFHfoszmAr9ZOmBQ6AHOrmI6spkBVNjs2qp-zdr72QCma01QVvXXyCgVm-zy-LA1&__tn__=EH-R
https://www.facebook.com/137147343396934/photos/a.182597205518614/1390544668057189/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUSA4wqi6qtN-D1sKZmD_VMInki7fjvLpdH-Wg_LJox4NRQoofL8ejMx2AzJyXC4GRI8jehO5BuZ6o4dThjOUTIgFHfoszmAr9ZOmBQ6AHOrmI6spkBVNjs2qp-zdr72QCma01QVvXXyCgVm-zy-LA1&__tn__=EH-R
https://www.facebook.com/137147343396934/photos/a.182597205518614/1390544668057189/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUSA4wqi6qtN-D1sKZmD_VMInki7fjvLpdH-Wg_LJox4NRQoofL8ejMx2AzJyXC4GRI8jehO5BuZ6o4dThjOUTIgFHfoszmAr9ZOmBQ6AHOrmI6spkBVNjs2qp-zdr72QCma01QVvXXyCgVm-zy-LA1&__tn__=EH-R
https://www.facebook.com/137147343396934/photos/a.182597205518614/1390544668057189/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUSA4wqi6qtN-D1sKZmD_VMInki7fjvLpdH-Wg_LJox4NRQoofL8ejMx2AzJyXC4GRI8jehO5BuZ6o4dThjOUTIgFHfoszmAr9ZOmBQ6AHOrmI6spkBVNjs2qp-zdr72QCma01QVvXXyCgVm-zy-LA1&__tn__=EH-R
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Link: 

https://www.facebook.com/137147343396934/photos/a.182597205518614/1387831714995151/

?__cft__[0]=AZUTfjfMOtE6GhGiyNKMtzGlhJ1_ie9BRj5uS4aXJXjpSDF1myPtsH5jUA1mEz

vzqNzZKM97VJry8e7Mnb2noPN0wcpWCgZuaWgTBt63IcWMcIoxGZo88se-

oLnjfbzFSyaqcFDPye09h7GyGtQDPJkP&__tn__=EH-R 

Appendix 8: 

https://www.facebook.com/137147343396934/photos/a.182597205518614/1387831714995151/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUTfjfMOtE6GhGiyNKMtzGlhJ1_ie9BRj5uS4aXJXjpSDF1myPtsH5jUA1mEzvzqNzZKM97VJry8e7Mnb2noPN0wcpWCgZuaWgTBt63IcWMcIoxGZo88se-oLnjfbzFSyaqcFDPye09h7GyGtQDPJkP&__tn__=EH-R
https://www.facebook.com/137147343396934/photos/a.182597205518614/1387831714995151/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUTfjfMOtE6GhGiyNKMtzGlhJ1_ie9BRj5uS4aXJXjpSDF1myPtsH5jUA1mEzvzqNzZKM97VJry8e7Mnb2noPN0wcpWCgZuaWgTBt63IcWMcIoxGZo88se-oLnjfbzFSyaqcFDPye09h7GyGtQDPJkP&__tn__=EH-R
https://www.facebook.com/137147343396934/photos/a.182597205518614/1387831714995151/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUTfjfMOtE6GhGiyNKMtzGlhJ1_ie9BRj5uS4aXJXjpSDF1myPtsH5jUA1mEzvzqNzZKM97VJry8e7Mnb2noPN0wcpWCgZuaWgTBt63IcWMcIoxGZo88se-oLnjfbzFSyaqcFDPye09h7GyGtQDPJkP&__tn__=EH-R
https://www.facebook.com/137147343396934/photos/a.182597205518614/1387831714995151/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZUTfjfMOtE6GhGiyNKMtzGlhJ1_ie9BRj5uS4aXJXjpSDF1myPtsH5jUA1mEzvzqNzZKM97VJry8e7Mnb2noPN0wcpWCgZuaWgTBt63IcWMcIoxGZo88se-oLnjfbzFSyaqcFDPye09h7GyGtQDPJkP&__tn__=EH-R
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Link: 

https://www.facebook.com/137147343396934/photos/a.182597205518614/1379125022532487/

?__cft__[0]=AZWtmu8MwxpEC2We8W5-7DInD-

gJWB0kEMM2blij4Oe3SHfyQ1o7eC50j5OtH3Yi8no1RY6VKiccZU3ztirglNyIw0Q-YuVpg-

dfhSycMil1PibKPHyPA4fWxfyRAzUWR2FRWHSqwxbYopA-O5ZLnQw7&__tn__=EH-R 

Appendix 9: 

https://www.facebook.com/137147343396934/photos/a.182597205518614/1379125022532487/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWtmu8MwxpEC2We8W5-7DInD-gJWB0kEMM2blij4Oe3SHfyQ1o7eC50j5OtH3Yi8no1RY6VKiccZU3ztirglNyIw0Q-YuVpg-dfhSycMil1PibKPHyPA4fWxfyRAzUWR2FRWHSqwxbYopA-O5ZLnQw7&__tn__=EH-R
https://www.facebook.com/137147343396934/photos/a.182597205518614/1379125022532487/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWtmu8MwxpEC2We8W5-7DInD-gJWB0kEMM2blij4Oe3SHfyQ1o7eC50j5OtH3Yi8no1RY6VKiccZU3ztirglNyIw0Q-YuVpg-dfhSycMil1PibKPHyPA4fWxfyRAzUWR2FRWHSqwxbYopA-O5ZLnQw7&__tn__=EH-R
https://www.facebook.com/137147343396934/photos/a.182597205518614/1379125022532487/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWtmu8MwxpEC2We8W5-7DInD-gJWB0kEMM2blij4Oe3SHfyQ1o7eC50j5OtH3Yi8no1RY6VKiccZU3ztirglNyIw0Q-YuVpg-dfhSycMil1PibKPHyPA4fWxfyRAzUWR2FRWHSqwxbYopA-O5ZLnQw7&__tn__=EH-R
https://www.facebook.com/137147343396934/photos/a.182597205518614/1379125022532487/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWtmu8MwxpEC2We8W5-7DInD-gJWB0kEMM2blij4Oe3SHfyQ1o7eC50j5OtH3Yi8no1RY6VKiccZU3ztirglNyIw0Q-YuVpg-dfhSycMil1PibKPHyPA4fWxfyRAzUWR2FRWHSqwxbYopA-O5ZLnQw7&__tn__=EH-R
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Link: 

https://www.facebook.com/137147343396934/photos/a.182597205518614/1383646645413658/

?__cft__[0]=AZVLbWZpdpgYczKJUi8oVA16wCdKMw5O-

LpFADTyDBZjaqXL83F2ewh82HLq9KpWVNGYlH89pkwHvvWypMfL90kBXxECM32E-

W2z9FL6GerAtWdUNIgiplXRa2Ccqr1RGYp_mPMrMEMMRwfoTz0oC3mJ&__tn__=EH-R 

Appendix; 10 

https://www.facebook.com/137147343396934/photos/a.182597205518614/1383646645413658/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVLbWZpdpgYczKJUi8oVA16wCdKMw5O-LpFADTyDBZjaqXL83F2ewh82HLq9KpWVNGYlH89pkwHvvWypMfL90kBXxECM32E-W2z9FL6GerAtWdUNIgiplXRa2Ccqr1RGYp_mPMrMEMMRwfoTz0oC3mJ&__tn__=EH-R
https://www.facebook.com/137147343396934/photos/a.182597205518614/1383646645413658/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVLbWZpdpgYczKJUi8oVA16wCdKMw5O-LpFADTyDBZjaqXL83F2ewh82HLq9KpWVNGYlH89pkwHvvWypMfL90kBXxECM32E-W2z9FL6GerAtWdUNIgiplXRa2Ccqr1RGYp_mPMrMEMMRwfoTz0oC3mJ&__tn__=EH-R
https://www.facebook.com/137147343396934/photos/a.182597205518614/1383646645413658/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVLbWZpdpgYczKJUi8oVA16wCdKMw5O-LpFADTyDBZjaqXL83F2ewh82HLq9KpWVNGYlH89pkwHvvWypMfL90kBXxECM32E-W2z9FL6GerAtWdUNIgiplXRa2Ccqr1RGYp_mPMrMEMMRwfoTz0oC3mJ&__tn__=EH-R
https://www.facebook.com/137147343396934/photos/a.182597205518614/1383646645413658/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVLbWZpdpgYczKJUi8oVA16wCdKMw5O-LpFADTyDBZjaqXL83F2ewh82HLq9KpWVNGYlH89pkwHvvWypMfL90kBXxECM32E-W2z9FL6GerAtWdUNIgiplXRa2Ccqr1RGYp_mPMrMEMMRwfoTz0oC3mJ&__tn__=EH-R
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Link: 

https://www.facebook.com/137147343396934/photos/a.182597205518614/1386545585123764/

?__cft__[0]=AZWW0Olaqc3wH9Zm2lfhYpE6ck_4zOBSs96_LQjgJu4J3IBWdtmq8Ydg8BWp

https://www.facebook.com/137147343396934/photos/a.182597205518614/1386545585123764/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWW0Olaqc3wH9Zm2lfhYpE6ck_4zOBSs96_LQjgJu4J3IBWdtmq8Ydg8BWp5yzZ1OhfILd4Q6LO3as5F52FDBgnO9ZyM8ApM78JIqqOmVf6_rexM6DDPmAXl1K8EpX1Y_05Silocy0Y1kRu5fEEWkkV&__tn__=EH-R
https://www.facebook.com/137147343396934/photos/a.182597205518614/1386545585123764/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWW0Olaqc3wH9Zm2lfhYpE6ck_4zOBSs96_LQjgJu4J3IBWdtmq8Ydg8BWp5yzZ1OhfILd4Q6LO3as5F52FDBgnO9ZyM8ApM78JIqqOmVf6_rexM6DDPmAXl1K8EpX1Y_05Silocy0Y1kRu5fEEWkkV&__tn__=EH-R
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5yzZ1OhfILd4Q6LO3as5F52FDBgnO9ZyM8ApM78JIqqOmVf6_rexM6DDPmAXl1K8EpX1Y

_05Silocy0Y1kRu5fEEWkkV&__tn__=EH-R 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/137147343396934/photos/a.182597205518614/1386545585123764/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWW0Olaqc3wH9Zm2lfhYpE6ck_4zOBSs96_LQjgJu4J3IBWdtmq8Ydg8BWp5yzZ1OhfILd4Q6LO3as5F52FDBgnO9ZyM8ApM78JIqqOmVf6_rexM6DDPmAXl1K8EpX1Y_05Silocy0Y1kRu5fEEWkkV&__tn__=EH-R
https://www.facebook.com/137147343396934/photos/a.182597205518614/1386545585123764/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWW0Olaqc3wH9Zm2lfhYpE6ck_4zOBSs96_LQjgJu4J3IBWdtmq8Ydg8BWp5yzZ1OhfILd4Q6LO3as5F52FDBgnO9ZyM8ApM78JIqqOmVf6_rexM6DDPmAXl1K8EpX1Y_05Silocy0Y1kRu5fEEWkkV&__tn__=EH-R

